SCIENTIFIC LETTER

Following a healthy/balanced diet predicts lower anxiety and depression during the COVID-19 pandemic

Seguir una dieta sana/equilibrada predice una menor ansiedad y depresión durante la pandemia de COVID-19

Dear Editor:

The COVID-19 pandemic has increased anxiety and depressive symptoms in the general population.\(^1\) Health bodies have recommended several behaviors to cope with them. Still, prospective longitudinal evidence on the efficacy of these behaviors to reduce such symptoms is scarce.

We have followed a population-representative cohort of 1049 Spanish adults for one year to shed light on the subject. We asked participants to rate the frequency of ten coping behaviors and the intensity of anxiety (GAD7)\(^2\) and depressive (PHQ9)\(^3\) symptoms every two weeks (we detail the procedures elsewhere).\(^4\) On December 3, 2021, 946 participants (90.2%) had finished (or were about to finish) the study and 103 (9.8%) had opted out or failed to complete ≥70% questionnaires with <10% missing answers. We used multiple imputation for missing GAD7/PHQ9 items and fitted weighted mixed-effects autoregressive moving average (ARMA\(_{1,1}\)) models to assess whether coping behaviors predicted subsequent anxiety and depressive symptoms. These models considered the effect of previous symptoms on posterior symptoms and weighted the observations to ensure the representativeness of the sample in population terms.

We will publish the complete analysis results after all participants finish the study. Still, we find it relevant to disseminate without delay the potential utility of one of the coping behaviors assessed -following a healthy/balanced diet- in preventing anxiety and depressive symptoms.

Specifically, we found that following a healthy/balanced diet predicted less future anxiety (\(b = −0.85, \ p < 10^{-11}\)) and depressive (\(b = −1.27, \ p < 10^{-28}\)) symptoms substantially more strongly than other behaviors such as talking with relatives/friends or taking the opportunity to pursue hobbies (\(b = −0.25\) to \(−0.02, \ p = 0.045\) to 0.86) (b is the difference in GAD-7/PHQ-9 scores when following vs. not following a healthy/balanced diet, considering past GAD-7/PHQ-9 scores). To investigate the potential preventive or therapeutic effects of a healthy/balanced diet, we then fitted ad-hoc weighted mixed-effects Cox regressions to the same data. Following a healthy/balanced diet delayed the emergence of anxiety or depressive symptoms (GAD7/PHQ9 ≥ 5)\(^2,3\) (anxiety: hazard ratio (HR) = 0.41, \(p < 10^{-12}\); depressive: HR = 0.46, \(p < 10^{-7}\)). These preventive effects showed a robust dose-response relationship: the more days per week a participant followed a healthy/balanced diet, the less likely he/she was to develop anxiety or depressive symptoms (Fig. 1). Moreover, both types of symptoms remitted earlier when following a healthy/balanced diet (anxiety: HR = 1.74, \(p < 10^{-4}\); depressive: HR = 1.65, \(p < 10^{-4}\) (Fig. 1).

As other coping behaviors assessed (physical exercise, following a routine, and drinking water to hydrate) highly correlated with following a healthy/balanced diet (weighted \(r = 0.43–0.50\), we repeated the ARMA covarying for these behaviors. Overall, the results remained unchanged (anxiety: \(b = −0.76, \ p < 10^{-9}\); depressive: \(b = −1.03, \ p < 10^{-15}\)). We also obtained similar results when we excluded participants with hazardous alcohol consumption (AUDIT ≥ 8)\(^5\) (anxiety: \(b = −1.03, \ p < 10^{-11}\); depressive: \(b = −1.53, \ p < 10^{-22}\)).

The mechanisms through which a healthy/balanced diet might protect against anxiety and depressive symptoms may vary, ranging from improving the brain’s nutritional intake to stabilizing the gut microbiome. Regardless, our study is longitudinal but not interventionial. Thus, we cannot rule out that not following a healthy diet is only an early sign of some mechanism that later leads to increased anxiety and depressive symptoms. We also acknowledge that following a healthy/balanced diet was assessed only by self-report. However, previous studies have shown that most individuals in the general population have good practical knowledge about what a healthy/balanced diet means.\(^6\)

We have known for decades that a healthy diet effectively prevents several illnesses. We provide promising evidence that it might also prevent anxiety and depressive symptoms.
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Figure 1  Median time to develop or stop having anxiety and depressive symptoms depending on the reported frequency of following a healthy/balanced diet.
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